Pathological tremors as diffusional processes.
Two types of pathological tremors, essential and Parkinsonian, are studied using dynamical systems theory. It is shown that pathological tremors can be characterized as diffusional processes. The time-scale range for the diffusional scaling law to be valid starts from about one to several tens of the mean oscillation period. This time-scale range contrasts sharply with the predictable time scale for deterministic chaos, which is usually only a small fraction of the mean oscillation period. The diffusions in pathological tremors are usually anomalous. A number of quantities are designed to characterize the diffusions in the tremor. Their relevance to potential clinical applications is discussed. It is argued that in order to discriminate between Parkinsonian and essential tremors, quantities not of purely dynamical origin may be more useful, since purely dynamical quantities emphasize more the dynamical similarities between the two types of tremors.